Looking Back, Moving Forward
Friday 26 March 2020
Term Reflection
It is safe to say that this has been a term like no other. I hope that adapting to life without school has been as
smooth as can be expected. We recognise that removing school from a child’s routine creates sadness, as
they are not seeing their friends and teachers. This situation highlights the importance of the home-school
connection, so I encourage you to share this newsletter and other items that we communicate, so that
students maintain that sense of belonging.
At FPS this week, staff have been planning for the likely transition to remote learning. It is strange not having
students on the school grounds at this time. Hopefully it will not be too long until we see everyone back.
It is important that we keep in mind the fantastic experiences students have had this term. It was such an
excellent start to the year – students settled in beautifully, and the staff created supportive and engaging
environments filled with learning and fun.

Foundation started their schooling journey this term. They have already made future ‘friends for life’,
displayed their talents, and had a whole heap of fun along the way.
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Year 1/2 visited Bundoora Heritage Village, where they got a feel for the life of a child living on a farm in the
early 20th century.

Year 3 visited Taskworks early in the term, where they
developed their teambuilding skills.
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Year 4’s Democracy incursion enabled them to
learn about how decisions are made in Australia.
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Year 5 experienced Martial Arts Therapy (MAT) as part of their Alternative Sports program. MAT combines
the principles of mental wellbeing and emotional regulation with those of therapeutic martial art training
techniques, games, metaphors and stories.

Year 6 visited Canberra as part of their Civics and Citizenship unit. They had the most wonderful time visiting
national landmarks, including the Australian War Memorial.

Remote Learning
As mentioned above, staff have spent time at school this week preparing for the likely transition to remote
learning. One of our Learning Specialists, Daniel Arnavas, led five workshops for each area of the school on
online learning. We are grateful to Daniel for sharing his expertise in this area, and I was most impressed by
staff’s positivity and eagerness concerning the implementation of this learning.
Remote Learning will come into effect only if schools are officially closed. For families who wish to support
home learning during the next two weeks, I encourage you to refer to the Home Learning Activities, sent out
last week. As with any other school holidays, there is no expectation from FPS to engage in these tasks,
however as always, hearing your child read is encouraged.
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Every school will have their own way of managing remote learning. Below are some of the ‘big ideas’ for
how it will work at FPS.


The platform that we will be using is Google Classroom. Login details and user guides will be
distributed next term, if/when schools are closed.



All learning will be on demand. There will be no expectation for students to log on at a designated
time, as we are aware that family situations may not allow this.



While tasks are delivered online, students will be able to complete their assignments in a range of
ways; this includes writing using pencil and paper, drawing and investigating real life experiences.



FPS will provide teaching and learning for Reading, Writing, Maths, Inquiry subjects and Specialist
subjects. We will also implement ideas for supporting student wellbeing.



The school is aware that this is a difficult time for everyone, and that each person has their own
challenges that they are working through. We will be mindful of this when delivering the learning, as
we do not want to add any further pressure or stress at this difficult time.



Whilst it is not possible to replicate school life through remote learning, our teachers are committed
to doing their very best to ensure that the learning delivered is engaging, appropriately challenging
and fun.



Based on this brief outline, you may have a thousand questions, however I request that you wait
until next term to turn your attention to this. We will provide you with the necessary guidance, once
it is confirmed that we are switching to home learning.

What’s Next
Term Two
At this point in time, the official stance of the Department of Education is that staff will return to school on
Tuesday 14 April for a curriculum day, and students will return on Wednesday 15 April. There are likely to be
changes and developments in the next two weeks that may alter this plan.
We are not intending to send any communications during the first week of the holidays. We will notify
families during the second week of the holidays, confirming arrangements.
Please make use of the wellbeing resources that we have communicated (see below), as they might provide
some support in this time of challenge.

Thank Yous
I would like to take the time to make one particular acknowledgement, and that is to Sarah Moody, our
Communications Coordinator. Sarah has been working late nights, weekends and fielding phone calls at all
sorts of times, to ensure that families are as informed as possible. The feedback that I have received
indicates what a fantastic job she has done.
In the face of adversity, comes strength. At FPS I have been overwhelmed by the community support given
to the school and each other. Thank you!
It seems strange to be saying ‘happy holidays’ in these circumstances, but I hope that you and your family
are able to relax and enjoy good times.
~ Paul Wallace, Principal
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Wellbeing
It has been a very unusual week here at FPS. We said goodbye to students as they began their holidays early
and teachers continued to learn about how they would teach remotely should the need arise. While you are
home with your children, you may find them asking you questions about the current COVID-19 situation.
Below are some tips for you to navigate these conversations and some links for further information about
communicating the current events with your children.

Student Wellbeing – Communicating with your Child about COVID-19
Conversations with your child about challenging circumstances are important. These conversations can help
your child to cope, be prepared, and make sense of what they are seeing, hearing and feeling. When your
child does not understand the situation, they can worry, feel alone and misunderstand what is going on.
Don’t be afraid to discuss coronavirus (COVID-19)


Most children will have already heard about the virus and parents shouldn’t avoid talking about it.



Not talking about something can make children worry more. Help your child feel informed by
providing them with facts from trusted sources. This can be more reassuring than what they are
hearing from friends or social media.

Use child-friendly honesty


Think about the age of your child. Offer information using language they will understand.



It’s okay if you can’t answer everything; being open to the discussion is what matters.



Do your best to answer honestly and clearly. Do not share too much information all at once, as this
may be overwhelming.



Try to remain positive when talking to your child.



Avoid talking in a way that could make your child feel more worried.

Be guided by your child


Invite your child to tell you anything they may have heard about COVID-19, and how they feel.



Give them opportunities to ask questions, particularly when you can see /hear that it is impacting on
their learning and/or wellbeing



Some children will worry more about others than themselves. Encourage them to connect with
family and friends as much as possible using technology.

Be reassuring


Be conscious of the language you use with your child.



Don’t dismiss your child’s fears. It is understandable for them to be concerned because they will not
have experienced anything like this before.



Inform your child that doctors and scientists around the world are working hard to learn more about
COVID-19 and to keep us safe.

Keep talking


Find out what your child already know or is worried about. It is important to find out if they have
incorrect information.



Ask questions that don’t have yes or no answers.
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If your child asks you something and you don’t know the answer, say so. Use the question as a
chance to find out together.



If your child does not seem interested or does not engage in conversations or questions about
coronavirus, that’s okay.



Let them know that you are happy to keep listening and talking.


Tips for parenting through the corona virus outbreak – UNICEF



Communicating with your children about COVID-19 – Emerging Minds



Tips for coping with coronavirus anxiety – Australian Psychological Society



A compilation of resources, by Preston HS, leveraging information from Life in Mind – Everymind

~ Sarah Abbott, Assistant Principal

2021 Enrolments
Whilst this is not top of mind, FPS does need to start the enrolment process for children commencing school
in 2021. If you have a child who will be five years old by 30 April 2021 that you wish to have start at FPS, we
request that you submit their enrolment from by the end of term two.


FPS 2021 Enrolment Form



FPS enrolment details and information

At this stage, we are planning to hold school tours in term two. If you know families, who do not have
children at FPS and are looking at schools, they can be directed to our website for tour details and
registration.
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